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The Word
"For My thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways My ways, says the Lord. As the
Heavens are higher than the Earth, so are My ways higher than your ways and My thoughts [higher]
than your thoughts. For, just as the rain and the snow fall from the Heavens, and it does not return
there... so shall be My word that emanates from My mouth; it shall not return to Me empty, unless it
has done what I desire...” (Isaiah 55:8-11)
“Because I tried to to cleanse you but would not be cleansed, you will not again be cleansed of
your contamination until I place My wrath upon you.” (Ezekiel 24:13)
“If you call out to your neighbor to admonish him, and he does not respond, you may allow a big
wall to fall on him.” (T.B. Bama Kama)
The Way
We must understand that God sees life here on Earth very differently that do we. God is the author
of life and death, as well as good and evil. “Who forms light and creates darkness, Who makes
peace and creates evil; I am the Lord, Who makes all these” (Isaiah 45:7). There is only One
Source, not two. There is only One Authority, not two. There is only One direction and One Director.
Reality, in total, is a singularity, with all its internal parts working together in a harmony, far beyond
human intelligence and consciousness to grasp. Therefore, when God moves things here on Earth, It
does so from Its own point of view, with Its own purpose and with Its own intent.
And let us always remember that, in spite of Torah and Jewish tradition, God is not an actual “He,”
but more correctly an “It.” Therefore, I refer to God as “It” is, as opposed to how we mere mortal
perceive “Him” in our limited mindset.
God micromanages all life and all movement everywhere. This is because God is actually The
Sentience, The Consciousness, The Will, and The Force within all things. If there are laws of nature,
then God is the law-giver who ordains them, defines them, and executes them. Therefore just as one
cannot go against the laws of nature, so too can one not go against the Law-Giver.
Yet, what happens when sentient humanity, either the individual or parts of the collective, choose to
push the boundaries of nature and plot a course that takes them into direct opposition and conflict
with natural law? The answer is simple. Nature responds to it, like nature was intended and Divinely
designed to respond. Nature takes whatever steps necessary to remove whatever imbalances that
have arisen, and that pose a threat to the natural operations of the natural order.
The human body is a prime example of this. When the human body become subject to attack from
a pathogen of external origins, the natural operations of the body get to work to invade, kill and
eradicate the foreign substance. This is how the human body fights disease. If not for this natural,
inherent ability within the body to fight disease, the human body would quickly fall subject to an
invading virus or bacteria and very quickly succumb and die. This is all science, very well known in
the fields of medicine and biology.
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What we often fail to realize is that our planet Earth is also alive. The planet Earth is a living,
sentient, conscious entity, that is self-aware, and is equally aware of, and in communion with, its
Creator. “All the stars and spheres possess a soul, knowledge, and intellect. They are alive and
stand in recognition of the One who spoke and [thus brought] the world into being” (RaMBaM, Y. T.
3:9). Planet Earth addresses illness and disease to its systems in very much the same way as do we
humans. When the Earth is made sick by a hostile bacteria or virus-like organism, Earth takes
whatever measures that are necessary to eradicate the hostile incursion.
We human beings are children of the Earth. We are part of the Earth, as blood-cells and microbes
are part of each individual anatomy. When illness arises, illness is treated. Whether it is the
individual human that gets sick, or whether it is the planet, when illness threatens, the sickness is
fought and eradicated. When something on Earth threatens the health of the whole, then the Earth,
as a whole, reacts. Earth's reaction, by our human standards is always sever and harsh. It has given
rise to the old saying, “one cannot fight Mother Nature.”
The infected body (of Earth, or of the individual human) recognizes a pervasive illness for what it is.
Yet, I personally believe that the pervading illness itself is not so self-aware. It, itself might not realize
the danger and harm that it causes to that which it is affecting. It may not be aware that it has
become a problem, and it equally may not be aware that because it has become a problem, that it
has become targeted for annihilation. Yet, with or without knowing why, the disease is attacked,
ruthlessly, and wiped out. The health of the body must be maintained, and the individual deaths of
the individual sick cells is a necessary sacrifice and loss to secure the future health of the body. This
is all science and natural law. It is the Way and Will of the Law Giver.
Are you following my imagery and train of thought? Can you put together the pieces? Do you
understand just what is the invading virus that today is wrecking havoc on the health of Mother
Earth? No! Do not say humanity is the virus, for we are her children! Do not say technology and
science, for these are inherent within her being. But how about the wayward human souls, those
who act and live unnaturally, those who produce and export such overwhelming negative influences
into the greater collective, making the whole sick, and in danger of dying. This is recognized by
Mother Earth as the illness she must contend with, and contend with it, she will!
Mother Earth and Heavenly Father are right now combining forces for the sake of healing. And
when they do, the illness, like invading bacteria or a virus in the individual human body, will not know
what hit it, and why. Health will be restored to the Earth and to those living there in harmony and
peace with both Mother Earth and Heaven Father.
We can pray for mercy, but when sick, the body needs to be healed. A prayer for healing must now
bring healing, and healing cannot come without the eradication of the illness. For the infected sick to
live, the illness must die. This is the natural way and order as ordained by our Heavenly Father, and
executed in practice by our Mother Earth.
The time of cleansing is upon us. It is time to choose whether each individual is a part of the
problem, or a part of the cure. And never let it be misunderstood, or denied, the two, the disease and
the cure, are very much at war with each other.
Any comments? Please send them to me at koshertorah1@yahoo.com
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